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the air is dense enough to act as a 
fluid and therefore to sustain organised 
sound waves. One example quoted is 
the large fireball seen and heard by 
Wilson at College, Alaska. The meteor 
at a range of 300 km produced an 
airwave signal of maximum amplitude 
4.6 dyne cm-' which lasted for 12 s. 
The radius of the strong shock region 
surrounding the trnin was estimated to 
be about 450 m, the incident meteoroid 
having an energy of 6 X 1020 erg. 
Assuming a density of 0.3 g cm-' and 
a geocentric velocity of 11.2 km s-1 

the meteornid had a mass of 9 X lO'g 
and a diamete,r of 13 m. 

During atmospheric entry the 
meteoroid can be travelling at 40 to 
250 times the spe,ed of sound. The 
hypersonic flow of air around the 
meteoroid produces an effect analogous 
to the explosion wave produced by a 
cylindrdcal line source. As the disturb
ance propagates outward from the 
meteor it eventually becomes weak 
enough to be described as a sound 
wave. The frequency is, however, 
usually below the audible limit of the 
human ear and all that can be detected 
of this infrasonic wave is a sharp 
'crack' as it passes due to the rapid 
pressure change. 

The transmiss,ion of the sound wave 
to ground level depends on the tem
perature, density and wind profiles of 
the atmosphere. In general the steeper 
the angle of entry of the meteoroid 
the less likely it is for a ground ob
se,rver to hear the sound. Winds in the 
40-60 km region can produce channel
ling effects enabling the sound to pro
pagate over unusually long distances. 
Atmospheric damping of the wave 
energy incre-ases with frequency, which 
accounts for the low frequency rumbl
ing sound analogous to thunder, heard 
after the passage of the meteoroid. 
Meteor sounds have characteristic fre
qu·encies from about 0.05 to 5 Hz. In 
general the more energetic the 
meteoroid the lower the frequency of 
the sound wave produced. 

ReVelle describes how microbaro
graphs are to be used to detect and 
measure infrasonic sounds from 
mete.ors. These art designed to detect 
pressure amplitude changes in the 
range 0.1 to 100 dyne cm-' with fre
quencies between 10-, and 10 Hz and 
will be instaHed in the areas of the 
North Ame,r-ica prairies coV7ered by the 
meteor cameras of the Smithsonian 
Astrophysical Observatory and the 
National Research Council of Canada. 
From known incident fireball fluxes 
Revelle expects to record about 10 
meteor sounds per microbarograph 
s·tation during 6 months of night~time 
observing. Wind noise is one of the 
major problems but filte,ring techniques 
can reduce this to a tolerable level 
provided the wind speed is less than 
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THE upper and lower Van Norman dams, which lie in the northern San 
Fernando Valley about 32 km north-west of Los Angeles, were built 
between 1912 and 1921 with hydraulic fill placed on young valley alluvium. 
During the 1971 San Fernando earthquake (magnitude 6.5) both were 
badly damaged by slope failures on the rest>rvoir embankments. This US 
Geological Survey picture shows the lower dam just after the earthquake. 
The 1971 shock was accompanied by the most intense ground motions 
ever recorded instrumentally for a natural earthquake. But on the basis 
of geological and historical studies, R. F. Yerkes of the US Geological 
Survey estimates that earthquakes with magnitudes of at least 7. 7 may 
be expected in this highly populated area. A magnitude 8 + event on the 
San Andreas fault about 40 km away could also cause extensive damage 
in the Van Norman area. 

10 m.p.h. The recordings will yield 
energy-against-frequency characteris
tics of the sound waves and should pro
vide new clues about the meteoroid 
ablation processes in the lower atmos
phere and the complicated interactions 
which take place at the meteor train~ 
atmosphere boundary. 

The second type of noise, the hissing, 
swishing, buzzing sound heard at the 
same ,time or just before the fireball 
is seen as much more difficult to ex
plain. Such noises have been termed 
'anomalous' because they seem to be 
transmitted at the speed of light. Romig 
and Lamar in a detailed study of the 
phenomenon (Rand Corporation 
Memorandum RM-3724-ARPA) have 

ruled out the possibilities that the 
noises are just imagined by the ob
server (unconsciously associating the 
fi.reball with a skyrocket for example) 
or just chance coincidences. Many 
trained observers have heard these 
anomalous sounds and the report con
tains many examples of people who 
heard a whizzing noise, looked up and 
then saw the fireball. 

How can ,this sound be produoed? 
Two other natural phenomena might 
provide clues. Lightning leader st,roke,s 
produce brontophonic sounds heard 
just before the thunderclap from the 
return stroke. Also aurorae have been 
reported to produce hiss1ing sounds. 
Brontophonic noises are produced by 
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